MAY 2014 – FM Newsletter Puzzle Contest

Can you spot 12 differences between these two pictures?
(One’s been done for you. Just find the other 11.).

**ANSWER:**

1. Strap on girl’s sandal missing.
2. Line on boy’s pocket missing.
3. Hair on ball cap missing.
4. Boy’s elbow patch missing.
5. Back of bus seat by girl’s arm missing.
6. Hub cap missing.
7. Girl’s collar missing.
8. Boom box handle different color.
9. Patch on girl’s pants moved up.
10. Light on bus moved down.
11. Musical note moved to right.
12. Back of skateboard is longer.

Several correct answers were submitted. Names with correct submissions were then placed in a hat and a winner was randomly selected.

The winner is: **LUCY FRIEDMAN**

The other participants with correct submissions were:

JORGE ENCARNACION
JOEL LUCCI
JAMES MCKINNEY
HARZENA PEDZINSKA
LINDA REINKEN
CARL SPENSER
WALTER STEVENSON
ROB WIKSTROM
PAUL ZACK